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 Some Time between Revisionist and

 Revolutionary: Unreading History in Dalit
 Literature

 TORAL JATIN GAJAR AWALA

 TORAL JATIN GAJARAWALA is assistant

 professor of English and comparative

 literature at New York University. Her

 book Untouchable Fictions: Literary Real-

 ism and the Crisis of Caste is forthcoming

 from Fordham University Press.

 Dalit phenomenon, lectuals, literature and writers a product in the claim of hindi it the to last be language the two unmediated decades; is a rather critics, expression intel- new
 phenomenon, a product of the last two decades; critics, intel-

 lectuals, and writers claim it to be the unmediated expression

 of Dalit, or "untouchable-caste," identity. Some trace its origins to
 the political writings of early caste reformers of the 1920s in North-

 ern India, writings that spurred "untouchables" to self-assertion, but

 most agree that its modern form appears in the late 1980s, as poetry,

 fiction, and autobiography. Dalit , meaning "dust," "dirt," "ground
 down," and, transitively, "oppressed," is the political appellation cho-

 sen by those known as "the untouchable castes," and, as such, the
 term itself conjures a fierce critique of casteism. One of the most po-

 tent dissections of that casteism has occurred in the literary sphere,

 an echo of other times and languages; Dalit literature in Hindi fol-

 lows a precedent already set by Dalit literatures in other Indian lan-

 guages, most notably Marathi in the mid-twentieth century.1 The
 ideological origins of Dalit literature in India are typically traced to

 pioneering social reformers in the late nineteenth century, as well as

 to B. R. Ambedkar, the early-twentieth-century father of the Dalit

 movement; their labors helped to create the conditions for a certain
 caste consciousness that culminated in the Marathi literature of the

 1950s and 1960s: a movement literature. In this sense, Dalit writing

 in Hindi is a new expression in a language with tremendous cultural
 capital, but one that draws on certain paradigms and debates - ge-
 neric, formal, and political - that have been visible in the Dalit lit-
 eratures of other vernacular languages such as Marathi, Telegu, and
 Kannada since the early twentieth century.

 One of those debates centers on the vexed question of Dalit histo-

 riography. In a telling moment, the narrator of Omprakash Valmiki s

 i © 2011 BY THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA j 575
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 Jüthan,2 one of the many Hindi Dalit autobi-

 ographies, recalls a Brahmin teacher who has
 instructed his students to rip out controver-

 sial pages on Dalit history from their school
 primer. As a child, the narrator considers the

 pages on Ambedkars movement that litter
 the floor. The upper-caste removal of this his-

 tory stages the central problematic of Dalit
 literature today, while also confirming a con-

 temporary fixation on history and historical
 revisionism on the part of its readers.

 The notions of history and historicity
 theorized by Dalit writers and critics differ
 significantly from the critical apparatus on
 which savarna (upper-caste) and Western
 academic criticism is based. Stripped of lib-
 eratory overtones, the historical chronology
 that frames Dalit literature bears little sense

 of triumphant nationalism or privileged mo-

 dernity despite being "postcolonial." As the
 Dalit philosopher Gopal Guru writes, Dalits
 are "still in search of an inclusive civilization

 that would ensure them at least a sense of de-

 cent time and space" (758). For obvious rea-
 sons, Dalit writing does not elegize or glorify

 an idyllic past,3 nor does it project visions of

 a Utopian future; it also largely lacks the his-

 torical signposts that would allow it to par-
 ticipate in a nationalist historical chronology.
 Yet despite the continual assertion by writers

 and critics that the individual figured in Dalit

 texts always represents a collectivity and that

 Dalit humanism is essentially transposable
 across Dalit communities, this writing is
 marked by a conscious historical and cultural
 specificity and is hardly interested in the
 time-and-spacelessness characteristic of other
 forms of futurism. Dalit literature therefore

 insists on its own historicity by other means.
 That historicity is tied up with conceptions of
 authenticity and lived experience and articu-
 lated through an allusive referentiality as well
 as a formal, yet iconoclastic, realism.

 The most striking fact, perhaps, for the
 Western reader is that Dalit literature is a re-

 gional Indian literature with little or no na-

 tional aspiration; it is therefore indifferent to

 "postcolonial studies," a field that has become

 synonymous in the United States with the
 study of Indian literature. Dalit literature in
 Hindi might be assumed to be subnationalist,
 but it rarely is; instead, it draws on Ambed-
 kar's well-honed critique of Gandhi, Nehru,
 and the nationalists as constitutively upper
 caste. One might expect it to be quintessen-
 tial^ subaltern, but it levels a strident critique

 at traditional leftist and Marxist approaches
 and their putative conflation of caste and
 class.4 The established critical paradigms of
 postcolonial studies, then, are correspond-
 ingly difficult to anchor.

 This essay will confront the slippery
 problem of reading history and historic-
 ity in Dalit texts. Often read as ahistorical,
 ethnographic expressions of Dalit identity5
 "at home," Dalit texts are now being read
 alongside postcolonial and "Third World"
 literatures abroad. But these texts articu-

 late a historical consciousness that is deter-

 mined to complicate both ethnographic and
 postcolonial frameworks. Neither explicitly
 revisionist nor explicitly revolutionary, the
 unraveling of narrative time and the reading

 of historicity in the two Dalit works that fol-

 low are difficult to situate; they differ in sig-

 nificant ways from savarna readings of the
 historical, as well as from the more Western-

 ized conceptions of history that circulate in
 postcolonial fiction. I argue here that it is the

 particularized narrative construction of his-
 tory in Dalit texts that makes them difficult
 for an external critical apparatus to accom-
 modate. When, for example, a Dalit text like
 Mohandas Naimishrayas Apne-apne pinjare
 ("Cages of Our Own") elides the Partition
 of India or a text like Hazari's Untouchable:

 The Autobiography of an Indian Outcaste dis-
 avows untouchable-caste movements, what

 kind of historical reading would typically
 be produced? The Dalit text would easily be
 reduced to the revelatory ethnographic. Im-
 porting a historicist critical map as an evalu-
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 ative frame therefore seems to doom the Dalit

 text to literary failure.

 By temporarily setting the historicist lens
 aside, however, we discover an alternative. I

 will suggest here a conceptual framework for

 reading these texts that is anchored by three
 terms: unreading , eventfulness , and historical

 selflessness. After briefly sketching the theo-

 retical problem of reading Dalit literature, I
 will elaborate some suggestions for a Dalit
 analytic model and then move to the liter-
 ary texts. This may seem like a strange way
 to proceed, but Dalit literature, like all lit-
 erature, is not simply a preconstituted entity

 but also a complex product of our analyses
 and the rhetorical categories we foreground.
 Reading Dalit texts as an articulation of a
 posthistoricist (neither ahistorical nor apo-
 litical) realism - a realism less indebted than

 others to a model of nineteenth-century his-
 toricism, a realism that is not derived from
 individuals and their relation to the histori-

 cal event- might allow us to do justice to
 texts too easily and too often read as identity
 driven, ahistorical, or ethnographic material
 of limited theoretical import.6 If, therefore, a
 Dalit text seems indifferent to Partition and,

 more strikingly, to properly Dalit historical
 events, this may not be simply a question of
 sociological and historical justification. This
 may also be a question of literary reading.

 The Problem

 Contemporary literary criticism is poorly
 equipped to read Dalit literature. If Dalit his-
 toriography is, as the scholar Kancha Ilaiah
 calls it, "a history of white pages" ("Caste"
 227), then Dalit literature can be broadly read

 as a corrective to that history, a history of
 upper-caste elision and fabrication. Like other

 protest literatures, it has charged itself with
 both a formalist revolution that stretches the

 boundaries of the "literary" and a revision-
 ist history that resurrects the Dalit from the

 abyss of anonymity. From its inception, there-

 fore, particularly as a "supplement" to upper-

 caste cultural monopoly, Dalit literature has
 been concerned with historical resurrection,

 representation, and revision, as well as with
 its own historicity. And yet the dominant an-

 alytic protocols for contemporary Indian fic-
 tion, those that have been produced largely by

 postcolonial literary studies and grounded in
 a certain framework (nation, other, diaspora,

 or hybridity), have been indifferent to the
 question of caste as an analytic category and
 to the historical imperative that question may

 produce. This is understandable, since the an-

 glophone material that has been the primary
 object of investigation by critics of postcolo-
 nial literature has not produced the impetus
 to raise such a question. But even more subtly,

 and this problem is not specific to postcolo-
 nial literary analysis, those critics understand

 historicity, and the historical event that marks
 it, as the central determinate fictional force in

 and around the text.7 Ironically, such an ana-

 lytic framework, one that has only occasion-
 ally mentioned structures of caste as distinct
 from those of class, a framework sidestepped

 by Dalit literary criticism, is the one we are
 left with when reading Dalit literature abroad.

 Jüthan thus provides us with a self-conscious

 example of an intricacy that has effectively
 structured our reading practices for decades.
 The notion of the historical has become a

 central evaluatory mechanism by which the
 novel and, more generally, fiction are read.8
 This is of particular concern when the read-
 ers analytic gaze falls on Dalit fiction, for
 which history, it might be said, means some-

 thing entirely different.
 Historical realism in the Dalit context

 conjures something quite different from that
 associated with the French bourgeois novel-
 ists of the mid-nineteenth century, as well
 as from that associated with the early Indian
 social realists, like Premchand and Yashpal,
 who predicated their work on a narrative
 "objectivity," a wide-angle lens, shadowed
 by the political concerns and imperatives of
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 contemporary history.9 These were realisms
 deeply indebted to the historical moment, to
 the individual mired within it, and, conse-

 quently, to historicist reading practices. But
 Dalit literature is a movement that claims

 to represent in its protagonists a collectivity
 while insisting on their own radical singular-

 ity, a movement that derives legitimacy from

 historical specificity while asserting a posthis-
 torical consciousness.10 When Guru insists

 that "control over time and space becomes a
 background condition for deciding the qual-
 ity of civilisational claims," one realizes that
 this problem is as much a literary and narra-

 tive one as a material one and that it gener-
 ates a unique aesthetics of realism (758). Guru

 gives equal weight to "time" and "space," and
 Dalit literature treats both of these narra-

 tive questions with equal seriousness. Dalit
 literature, in other words, writes itself in op-

 position to a tradition, creating an antige-
 nealogy of sorts rather than an outgrowth
 of an old model. The same should be said of

 its analytics.11 This is the context in which
 the contributions to debates on realism that

 Dalit literature in Hindi offers must be un-

 derstood. I argue here that reading "history"
 in Dalit literature would help us to identify a
 realism that originates in the humanism of a
 protest literature - that is, in a framework to-

 tally different from that of the eighteenth- and

 nineteenth-century novel, of bourgeois his-
 toricism, and of European protonationalism.

 I do not intend to reiterate here the ques-
 tion of Dalit consciousness and its role in

 history; three decades of subaltern studies
 have confirmed the significance of this role
 for even the most critical reading public. The
 complicated and contested relation between
 Dalit actors and the national has been noted

 by several scholars; for example, both Ambed-

 kar and Periyar, the important leader of the
 anti-Brahminical movement, were routinely
 accused of being antinationalist. Beyond un-
 derlining the basic facts of Dalit somatiza-
 tion, social exclusion, atrocity, and poverty,

 criticism has pointed out how Dalit abjection
 might generate a distinctive relation to ques-

 tions of history.12 However, I attempt here to
 read such a historical disinvestment in the

 national and, surprisingly, in even the local
 or Dalit, in terms of its aesthetic outcomes. I

 suggest that the dalitisation of narrative time,

 which produces a chronology that is non-
 national, non-historical-event driven, and,

 most important, nonhistoricist, complicates
 our ability to read Dalit texts justly, given
 how dominated our readings are by questions
 generated for an entirely different discourse.

 Instead of reentering an old debate about the

 problem of recovering the subaltern, I wish to

 insist on the continued problem of reading it.

 For these texts, in which the very desirability

 of a savarna historical consciousness, partic-
 ularly in the slender form of eventfulness, is

 called into question, a new reading is required.

 Unreading

 In her introduction to the anthology of Dalit
 literature Dusari duniyã kã yathãrth ("The
 Realities of Another World"), Ramanika
 Gupta writes:

 A great people has been made lifeless, unaware

 not only of life's most basic needs but also of

 life itself. For centuries they have thought only

 of previous lives and future lives; they consider

 this life an atonement. Their pain and suffer-

 ing, the barbarous atrocities that have been
 inflicted on them, in the face of all this they
 have for centuries remained inert, considering
 it their fate. They have been made into Prem-

 chand's Ghisu and Madhav. (ii; my trans.)

 This is clearly an attempt to contextualize the
 following stories for a non-Dalit reader, but
 I read Guptas introduction as a prescription
 for reading the Dalit text more generally, as
 well as a deft dissection of a literary arche-
 type. The subjects in this passage do not un-
 derstand their condition within the discrete

 confines of present, biological life; the chro-
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 nology referred to here is much older, much

 longer. The aforementioned atrocities are not

 nameable, datable events; rather, they have
 been compiled across time in the form of
 "transgenerational haunting." But this pas-
 sage does not enter us into a debate about
 the qualitative differences between vernacu-
 lar and Western conceptions of time, or, for
 that matter, upper- and lower-caste concep-
 tions. Gupta is an activist, and, though her
 comments may seem patronizing, degrad-
 ing even, particularly because her use of the
 passive voice seems to deny the subject any
 agency, what she refers to is a historically de-
 termined social condition. The timeless in-

 ertia she cites has been produced by a litany
 of miseries and must be read as such, not as

 immanent or constitutive. The passive con-
 structions throughout the passage insist that
 readers unlearn their instincts: if the people
 appear inert, they are not; if they appear life-

 less, they are not; they have been produced
 as such. Guptas comment seems to enter the
 Dalit in the cycle of the timeless; instead, it
 argues for a suspension of the "when?" of the

 savarnUy rationalist, historical reading.

 Gupta reads the "great people," the Dalits,
 as masses of "Ghisu-Madhavs," Premchand s

 infamous father-son pair from the 1936 story

 "Kafan" ("The Shroud"), using the "timeless"
 literary figures to characterize the material
 reality of a people. This is a strange rhetorical

 move given the controversial status the father
 of Hindi letters holds in Dalit literature. In

 2004 members of the Bharatiya Dalita Sahitya

 Akademi in Delhi publicly burned copies of
 Premchands 1925 novel Rangbhümi for its
 representation of Dalits, citing it as "unreal,"
 "dishonorable," and "despicable." Premchand,
 a towering figure in the history of the Indian
 novel, has also been critiqued for his senten-
 tious, pitiful representation of the Dalit. The
 characters Ghisu and Madhav are unique,
 however, because of their unusually exploit-
 ative interpretation of the "timelessness" of
 their social condition. When faced with the

 death of his wife, Madhav and his father,

 Ghisu, lower-caste laborers, go begging for
 money from higher-caste villagers to provide

 for the proper burial shroud. On receiving
 the money, the two men spend it on food and

 drink, feasting as Madhavs wife lies dying;
 they know that they will again be able to ex-

 ploit the community's sense of propriety and

 social norms. The pair turn to such an option,

 it seems, because they sense the immutability
 of their condition, as well as the immutabil-

 ity of cultural practice (no doubt, the two are

 intimately related). Ghisu and Madhav are the

 most salient examples of what Dalit critics
 read as Premchand 's irrevocable kãyastha (ef-

 fectively, "upper-caste") perspective; despite
 his attempts at a benevolent social realism
 that would incorporate the world of the peas-

 ant into the literary sphere, his upper-caste
 status permitted him to see the Dalit only as
 objects of pity and disdain. Gupta suggests an
 alternative. The ease with which Dalit charac-

 ters are read as Ghisus and Madhavs reflects a

 reading practice as well as material conditions

 of oppression, both of which require an undo-

 ing. Ghisu and Madhav, in other words, are
 not realistic representations of Dalits; rather,

 literary Dalits are most easily read as Ghisus
 and Madhavs.

 The rhetorical inversion that I am deriving

 from Guptas comments is demonstrated in
 the Hindi Dalit critic Dr. Dharamvirs contro-

 versial reading of the same Premchand short
 story. In a public lecture in 2005, Dharamvir
 asserted that Ghisu and Madhav show such a

 disdainful indifference to the dying woman
 because she was raped and was carrying the
 landlord s child. Madhav s wife makes only the
 briefest appearance in Premchands story, but

 her untimely death launches the entire plot. I

 won't advocate Dharamvirs reading here: no
 evidence seems to support his contention that

 a rape occurs in the story, and the gender poli-

 tics implied by his reading, including the "rape
 script" - the subject of much discussion in
 Dalit literary circles (Brueck) - is problematic.
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 Nonetheless, Dharamvirs assertion about the

 rape raises two important strategies for an
 unreading. First, when a woman lies dying in

 a novel peopled by upper-caste, upper-class
 characters in upper-caste, upper-class spaces,
 what does she suffer from? What does a Dalit

 woman die of? Rape and childbirth. Dharam-
 vir's contention implies that asking a different

 question reframes Ghisu and Madhav. While
 this seems like a liberal fictionality, it is also

 an assertion of Dalit positionality. Dharam-
 vir's critique is valuable because it advocates
 a reworking, not only an acknowledgment,
 of readerly assumption. Second, Dharamvirs
 conclusion establishes a historical timeline

 that shifts from the event to its prehistory. Al-

 though the disturbing fact of rape gives Ghisu

 and Madhav an ethical capital, their ethical
 license and freedom comes from an essen-

 tial reframing of narrative chronology. The
 story presents a narrative enigma- a young
 woman's untimely death - thereby raising the

 question of narrative evidence. A typical read-

 ing of "Kafan" would never make much of the

 lack of explicit causality, since it is not seen
 to be contextually necessary for a reading of
 Ghisu s and Madhav's characters; the enigma,

 if addressed at all, is answered through typi-

 cality, thereby burying the question of the
 cause of the woman's death. But to use the evi-

 dence of typicality raises the question of the

 allusive structure of reading, through which
 narrative gaps are often filled. A Dalit reading

 challenges the structure of typicality, and the
 ensuing allusive chain, on which upper- caste
 reading is premised. And in this case, it also
 shifts the weight of the story, such that the
 event is no longer Ghisu and Madhav's trans-
 gression but the nonnarrative rape. This is one

 example of what an unreading might do: un-
 work the assumptions underwriting the Dalit
 character as produced by the literary canon
 and expand the temporal and chronological
 map provided by the narrative fictional frame-

 work in a paratactic way, so that the putative
 event is deconstructed.

 In the following two sections of the essay,

 I illustrate this rhetorical problem by offering

 a new reading of two Dalit texts: Mohandas
 Naimishraya's Apne-apne pinjare and Hazari's
 Untouchable : The Autobiography of an Indian
 Outcaste. The texts articulate a historical vi-

 sion explicitly different from Westernized and

 savarna historicity, thereby producing con-
 ceptual challenges for the non-Dalit reading
 practice. If certain forms of reading overpriv-

 ilege historical determination, unreading ac-
 knowledges other forms of political causality.

 Historical Selflessness

 Mohandas Naimishraya s fictionalized autobi-
 ography Apne-apne pinjare was published in
 1995;13 Naimishraya has become well known
 since and is often anthologized. In a story
 about the brutalization of a young woman,
 "Apnã gäv" ("Our Village"), Naimishraya
 takes a journalist to task for her foreignness,

 her intrusion, and her crass attempt to turn
 a tragedy into an event worthy of newspaper

 reportage. Apne-apne pinjare launches a par-
 allel attack. The Partition of India in 1947,

 which as a historical object of study, as well
 as a literary theme, has dominated contem-
 porary research, is treated uniquely in this
 text. The text does provide some contextual
 markers that situate the historical and politi-

 cal moment: key dates, the casual mention of
 the Poona Pact, hints of violence in the cities,

 newspaper headlines, occasional appearances
 by important local politicians. These sign-
 posts, however, signal only the distance, both

 spatial and metaphoric, from the real preoc-
 cupations of the text: the collapse of the fam-

 ily home in the rainy season, the protagonist's
 maltreatment by teachers, the lure of urban
 life. When Partition does become an object
 of the protagonist's focus and interpretation,

 it appears as an eight-page sequence sand-
 wiched between an exposition on the perils
 of hot weather and a rather anthropological
 account of an important local festival. This is
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 how the discussion of Partition begins: "Mera

 shahar ãrambh se hi yudhbhůmi rahã hai.
 Vah ladai dharm aur nasal ke näm par hi hui
 aur jamin ke tukadon ke liye bhl. Ek shahar
 ko äbäd karne ke liye dusare shahar barbad
 kiye gaye. Mere shahar mein äjadi ke bäd bhi
 jang jãri rahi" 'From the beginning, my city
 has remained a battleground. That battle has
 been fought in the name of religion, in the
 name of clan, even over scraps of land. To set-

 tle one city, another would be destroyed. In
 this city, even after independence, the battle

 continued' (44).14 I don't believe it is enough
 to say that Partition is someone elses his-
 tory. Rather, Partition is not even Partition.
 In fact, as an event of profound historical
 consequence, it is dismissed, contextualized
 amid a host of other inconsequential battles:
 over seemingly unimportant bits of land, in
 the name of causes that are constantly rotat-

 ing, shortsighted rampages of destruction
 and creation. The tone of the passage suggests
 none of the reverence or even fear with which

 Partition is typically addressed; rather, a dis-
 tant inflection recalls the voice of an indif-

 ferent observer. The otherness of this history

 allows it to be read within a larger pattern of

 battles and wars, and reading it this way de-
 nies it any profound, historical singularity.

 With that comment, we enter the nar-
 rator's rendition of Partition, characterized

 most vividly by the curfew. Imposed for days
 on end, the curfew entails constant police
 and army patrols, a rationing that stretches
 limited resources to the extreme, and a fear

 of Muslim attack. Despite this, the narrators
 initial attitude of indifference is confirmed,

 for his sentiment is echoed by his aunt and her

 neighbor as they finally peek out their win-
 dows after several days spent locked in their
 homes out of fear. The neighbor calls out,
 atAy Mohan ki ammi, hamära-tumhära bhala
 curfew se kyã vastä. Ham tum to padosi hain.

 Khuda gãrat kare dange-fasãd karäne vàio
 ko.' Curfew lagã kare, ve to padosi hain aur
 padosiyon ke bïc koi dïvar itne majbüt kahi

 hot! jo girai na ja sake. Us dïvar ko giräne ke
 hl subab thä ki äpas mein bätcit hui. Us rät
 hame thoda kam bhay rahã" '"Hey, mother of
 Mohan, what does this curfew have to do with

 us? We are simply neighbors. Let god destroy

 those responsible for the rioting." Let them
 order a curfew; they were neighbors and there

 was no wall strong enough to stand between
 neighbors. Toppling the wall was the very rea-

 son that the conversation began. That night
 we were all a little less fearful' (45). A small
 act of resistance, her words reflect the notion

 that the curfew and its imposition are exterior

 things, irrelevant to the life of the neighbor-
 hood. This is localism, yes, or everyday life,
 but there is no investment in reading Parti-
 tion as an event of structural consequence.

 Still, these stories bear few hints of na-

 ïveté; if curfew and, by extension, Partition
 are problems of another world, the lower-
 caste inhabitants of Meerut's slums are clearly

 at the mercy of that world. Sumit Sarkar at-

 tempts to finesse the subtlety of the relation
 between home and the world, between lower-

 caste communities and hegemonic politics,
 and between history and historiography. He
 writes that while he shares the critique of
 caste that privileges a structural harmony and
 consensus, he finds the "assumption of a sharp

 and total disjunction between the domains of
 high-caste power and subordinate autonomy
 equally unhelpful" (42).15 In Apne-apne pin-
 jare, Partition is not completely elided but is
 read in terms of its exacerbation of hunger and
 the lack of clean water. The text devotes more

 attention to the shrinking levels of flour in the

 canisters, the dried-up canal, and the worsen-

 ing quality of meals than to the threat of Mus-

 lim attack, the violence in nearby streets, and

 the mobs yelling frightening slogans. Even
 if Partition is someone else's construction, it

 has traumatic repercussions for all who fall
 within its scope. And yet those repercussions
 are established on terms entirely different
 from those that have come to be representa-
 tive: national, upper caste, urban. There is
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 no discussion, as there is in other texts that

 deal with Partition, like Ismat Chugtai's Ga-
 rant Hawa , of the potential loss of homes and

 fortunes, the dropping rates of currency, the

 ubiquitous threat of mob violence, and so
 forth. Rather, Partition is measured by the
 amount of lentils left in the jars, the trickle

 of water in the canal, and the rising interest

 rates of moneylenders. Immediately after the

 curfew is lifted, the text mentions the filling of

 the empty flour canisters: this is "real" life.16

 The mild irony surrounding Partition
 in Apne-apne pinjare is detectable only by
 the contextual gaze, not by a close reading of

 tone. Yashpal's Jhoot sack (1958-60) makes
 of Naimishraya s eight pages a two-volume
 novel; Bisham Sahni's Partition novel Tamas

 (1974) is some three hundred pages. More to
 the point, in Tamas Partition produces sub-
 jectivity: it is the means by which the char-
 acters demonstrate who they are. In Tamas
 Nathu, the Chamar, takes upon himself the
 blame for the eruption of riots! Naimishraya's
 rendition is in direct contrast to those novels

 or to Bapsi Sidhwa's Cracking India or Khus-
 want Singhs Train to Pakistan . In Cracking
 India , for example, the telescopic vision of
 the text is focused on the events of Partition

 and the few years prior to it from the perspec-

 tive of a young Parsi girl in Lahore. While the

 novel does occasionally show us the mind of
 the peasant, the villager, or the lower-caste
 laborer, the real action of the text is the im-

 pending burning and destruction of the pro-
 tagonist Lennie's Lahore. More important,
 the philosophical premise of Cracking India ,
 and what drives its narrative, is a recovery of
 self: the telling of Partition is the creation of
 Lennie, our narrator; Partition propels her
 into adult subjectivity. Similarly, at the end
 of Mulk Raj Anand s novel Untouchable we
 return to Gandhi and the Indian National

 Congress, from which we have been de-
 toured- the novel reads, in a way, as a coming
 to consciousness not only of caste identity but
 also of Gandhian politics. Each moment of

 abuse in the narrative, each interaction that

 Anand's Dalit character has, prepares him,
 directs him, enables him to be receptive to,
 while critical of, Gandhi and the World (the

 world of nationalist history and historiogra-
 phy). This is as true of Anand as it is of Hindi

 writers such as Premchand and Agyeya,
 whose work features caste questions, often in

 an ideologically challenging way, without ex-

 plicitly focusing on them. In Apne-apne pin-
 jare and Hazari's Untouchable , however, this
 World is an interruption, an irruption, largely

 sidelined by the day-to-day struggles, the day-

 to-day histories, of one boy, one family, one
 community, one caste. The narrative eye is
 exclusively focused on, and in fact born from,

 the aforementioned peripheral space.
 This is not to say that the official narrative

 of Partition does not encroach on the psycho-

 social spaces inhabited in Apne-apne pinjare .
 Indeed, our narrator speaks of the metaphoric
 transformations under curfew when men

 of flesh and bone became ghosts, homes be-
 came graves, and the entire street a cemetery.

 However, the way in which the official nar-
 rative's encroachment occurs is atypical. The
 night before the curfew is lifted, the sound of

 sobbing spreads through the street. The nar-
 rator's family learns that their Muslim neigh-

 bor's son has been killed, the body arriving
 home wrapped in a white sheet. Slowly, from

 across the roof, the grieving family turns their

 hateful stares onto their Chamar neighbors.17

 When the narrator asks his father why the
 Hindus are killing Muslims, his father replies,

 "Kyonki ve hindú hain" 'Because they are
 Hindu.' To his son's next question, the father
 responds, "ťHam camar hain.' 'Par kya camar
 hindú nahln hote?' 'Camar camar hote hain.

 Na hindú na musulmán'" '"We are Chamar."

 "But aren't Chamars Hindu?" "Chamars are

 chamars. Neither Hindu nor Muslim'" (51). In
 the end, Partition cannot cultivate nationalist

 sentiment but enforces a certain marginality.
 In fact, the event is an explicit vehicle for the

 construction and confirmation of an identity,
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 which until this moment the text has sug-
 gested is somewhat fluid:

 Mere bhltar aur bhl saval upajane läge the,
 par âge koi saval bã se nahln pûcha thã. Kya
 malum bã nãraz ho jãye. Ham na hindú the
 aur na musalmãn. Aisa kyon tha? Ham ca-
 mar hain, asa kyon hai? Camar kaun hote
 hain? Tab mujhe kuch mãlum na thã. Main
 aur âge janna cãtha thã. Par kisse mãlum
 karun? Bã ko to camada katane, pllthane,
 kùutane se hï phursat na thl. Murda camade
 se bã kã ajlb-sã rishtã ho gayã thã.

 Questions began to rise up inside me, but I
 didn't ask anything further, so as not to anger

 Ba. We were neither Hindu nor Muslim. Why

 was that? We are Chamar, why is that? Who
 are Chamars? At that time I didn't know any-

 thing, I wanted to understand. But who to
 ask? Ba never had any time free from cutting,

 beating, and pounding skins. He seemed to
 have developed a strange relationship with
 these dead carcasses. (51)

 In an atmosphere polarized by Hindu-Muslim
 conflict, there seems to be no space for the
 construction of other identities. To be simply

 Chamar is therefore seen as implausible; and
 even if this were true, how would Chamar-
 ness be constructed? Our answer comes ironi-

 cally with the deferral of the child's question:
 his father unknowingly suggests that the an-
 swer lies in the labor of leather, in the relation
 to work. The death and destruction of Parti-

 tion is supplanted by the mundane relation to

 death experienced daily by the Chamar.
 Partition therefore emerges as a vehicle

 for the analysis of identity politics in the case

 of a young boy. The questions of legislative
 power, the redrawing of the maps, and the
 pervasive violence and slaughter so familiar
 to us from other Partition fiction do not ap-

 pear at all. Most important, beyond the few
 pages dedicated to this subject, Partition is
 absent. Its role in Apne-apne pinjare is smaller
 than in much other contemporary writing
 from India: it does not hover over the text, it

 is not the inevitable locus of trauma, and it

 is not the preeminent historical moment that

 divides literary chronology. How do we read
 a text that dehistoricizes the central historical

 event of modern Indian history? The genre of

 autobiography provides an easy critical exit.
 But in a communitarian movement literature

 read as a vehicle for Ambedkarism, a lodging
 of a social protest, and, crucially, a means to
 raise Dalit consciousness, this is a trap. Dalit
 autobiography possesses a political valence
 absent from the more general usage of the
 genre, since it claims the autobiographical as
 always historical. Denying Partition the pri-
 macy it might receive, for example, in Hindi
 novels of the middle class and in Indian

 anglophone texts is in part a reflection of a
 caste logic that refers to such national events
 as someone elses history, a fact that has long
 been established by critics and intellectuals.
 Gayatri Spivak's well-known readings of Ma-
 hashweta Devi's tribal communities recall

 that fact. But Naimishraya's text is not neces-

 sarily a rereading of Partition from the local,
 nor a rendition of history as it complicates the

 life and direction of the protagonist, a reading

 that privileges, once again, the ethnographic
 disclosure a Dalit text seems to offer. I would

 say it questions the category of historical
 knowledge and its role in the construction of
 identity, thereby domesticating Partition to
 the realm of the everyday. Apne-apne pinjare

 avoids not only a narrative chronology struc-
 tured around a nationalist historiography but

 also an evolutionary logic that assumes the
 subject to be developmentally produced by
 such a historiography. The texts I look at here

 depart most significantly from other contem-
 porary Indian fiction by suggesting a histori-
 cal consciousness that does not seek to aid in

 the recovery of self proposed by the genre.

 Eventfulness

 Apne-apne pinjare deprivileges the event
 such that the reader is forced to unread it: an
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 attempt to anchor the text through Partition

 would fail or, more pointedly, would cast the

 Dalit text as a failure. But as I have suggested,
 that deconstruction of the event serves a

 larger purpose: it questions the narrative pro-
 duction of self. I read Hazaris Untouchable

 as performing that very delinking between
 eventfulness and the subject. Considering
 the date of the text, 1951, and its seminal role

 in the short history of Dalit assertion and
 literary production in the north, we might
 think of it as establishing a kind of literary
 precedent of selflessness. An early example
 of Dalit literature from the Hindi- and Urdu-

 speaking regions of India, Hazari s book is a
 fictionalized autobiographical narrative of a
 Dalit boy, which follows him from birth until

 adulthood.18 A primary feature of this text,
 and of many Dalit texts, is a skepticism of
 textuality and all that it represents. Although

 Untouchable uses a mostly linear format, it
 consistently throws historical chronology into

 question. Consider the following comment:

 The most memorable thing after leaving
 Simla and enjoying the train ride was the
 station where we alighted for our village. I
 cannot say whether this was my first, second

 or third coming home, but I remember we
 reached our home in the late afternoon

 I cannot remember the exact dates of these

 early happenings as my people calculated
 dates by some important world event, or by
 some happening in the community or town
 which aifected them personally, such as a big
 fire or an earthquake, a marriage or a death.
 Even then one is none the wiser as to a precise

 date or year, for no written records were kept

 of births, deaths and marriages.

 By the time I was seven or eight, I must
 have been to Simla several times and returned

 to our village for the winter months. (26)

 How do we read the narrative construction of

 self, on which "autobiography" is premised,
 when the genealogy that has produced that
 self is so hazy? Nonreliance on written re-

 cord is not unusual; a similar phenomenon
 is mentioned in many Dalit texts. However,
 the implications of the narrators comment
 early in the text are crucial. The lack of re-
 cord keeping and the consequent haziness of
 national history as well as that of the com-
 munity provide the subtext for a critique of
 written language - as reliant on and therefore

 subject to the same fallibilities in its attempt

 at reconstruction as individual memory. A
 construction as much as a reconstruction of

 an individual life, Hazaris text is an example
 of the "happenings" the narrator describes, for

 which there is no documentary evidence. Both

 of the narrative musings that surround the
 comment on memory and history highlight
 the unknowability of the past, thereby provid-

 ing an ideological framework for the narrative

 analysis of the historical event that follows.

 This initial comment sets the stage for a
 narrative that moves circularly through a se-

 ries of spaces: from Simla to the village and
 back, from the village to Bombay and back,
 from the village to Delhi and back, again
 and again. Chapter titles such as "Delhi,"
 "Northwest Frontier," "Snows of Simla,"

 and "Kashmir" remind us that in this story
 of untouchability location is a driving force
 and the passing of time is processed spatially;

 movement or passage is diachronic and geo-
 graphic. Most Dalit texts, in one way or an-
 other, address the politics of location. Caste
 marginality is represented as a problem not
 only of birth and social subjection but also
 of segregation in space. This is why Hazaris
 Outcaste , Valmiki s Jüthan , and Naimishra-

 yas Apne-apne pinjare pay careful attention
 to village geography, the delineation of space
 and its relation to power, the price of trans-

 gression, and so forth. This is also why a fixa-
 tion on movement underlies the texts' literal,

 figurative, and metatextual registers. We see
 this fixation in the narrative structure of the

 texts, which codes intellectual and social

 freedom through geographic change; in the
 images of trains and transportation that per-
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 vade them; and even in a choice of verbs that

 expresses a desire for movement in the most
 confining situations.

 If we were to force a linear understanding

 of time on Untouchable , we might say that it

 is moving toward an escape from the village,

 a type of social independence rather than a
 political statist one. But the escape from the
 village occurs in the text repeatedly, for each

 attempt is a failed one. The travels to the city

 bring neither financial nor emotional fulfill-
 ment to our narrator, the final displacement

 equaling zero. The very emplotment of the
 text, therefore, while not exactly cyclical,
 premises repetition, defying a teleological
 reading. The liberation of the Dalit, or at least

 of our narrator, which may be the only legiti-

 mate endpoint toward which the narrative
 could be said to be moving, never occurs-
 nor are we given the sense that this is a real
 possibility. Though structured quite differ-
 ently from Naimishrayas text, Untouchable
 also refuses to become amenable to a linear,

 historical reading, not least because of a sub-
 tly detached gaze that produces the faintest
 sense of irony, a sense that circulates through

 the text and prefigures the analysis to follow.
 What I refer to here as a spatialized con-

 sciousness throws the historical event into a

 kind of metanarrative relief, demanding that it

 be read, appearing, as it does, like a rhetorical
 beacon for the non-Dalit reader. Ninety pages
 into the narrative, the first reference is made

 to a moment that might appear on a national
 timeline, when the narrator mentions "the

 new movement against British rule and for the

 acquisition of Home Rule." His description of
 the movement as "new" shows the narrators

 unfamiliarity with this happening. Unable to
 read, he learns about the movement quite late,
 from the discussion of a newspaper article he
 overhears. Our narrator makes no comment

 on the presence of British troops in Simla
 and the agitation against them (which we can

 glean from the narrative). He writes of the Jal-

 lianwalla Bagh (or Amritsar) massacre:19

 What did stab my mind and feelings with great

 force was the mass shooting of men, women,

 and children at Jallianwalla Bagh, in 1919, by

 order of General Dyer. I felt the slaughter of
 innocent women and children could not be

 justified; but this did not make me wear the
 Gandhi cap, which many people were wear-
 ing at that time. My most pleasant hours were

 still spent in the solitude of nature. I enjoyed

 the snow and the clear skies. I could gaze upon

 the distant peaks and watch the little, colorful

 snow birds, hopping from one branch to an-
 other. I reveled in long walks during the snow-

 falls, and these things mean more to me than

 all the promises of a free India. (93)

 Although Hazari mentions just prior to this
 passage that "[t]he movement for the opening

 of Brahmin temples to untouchables meant
 nothing to me," he does say, "If I wore a Gan-

 dhi cap, no one would ask who I was" (61). But

 this moment passes and the sense of alien-
 ation he feels from the dominant political
 concerns surrounding him remains tangible.
 The narrators position of liberal sympathy
 for the victims (and not the male ones, inci-

 dentally) is precisely that of Premchand for
 his peasants. The text therefore demonstrates
 an abstract humanism that takes as its object

 the slaughter of innocents as well as solitude
 and snow. All the clichés of Romantic poetry
 are present (specifically British Romantic po-

 etry, not the Indian literary movement called

 chãyavãdy often translated as "romanticism").
 We move from the language of allegiance and

 alliance to affect. The narrators negotiation of

 the massacre certainly seems provocative; his
 decided tone ensures that Gandhi will have

 to do better rhetorically than "innocents"
 and "Harijans" ("children of god," regarded
 as a condescending formulation) to persuade
 him to join his cause. And yet what might be

 perceived as a revolutionary turn away from
 a mainstream politics, a politics that has re-
 peatedly failed the Dalit, and a turn toward
 Ambedkar instead, seems to be compro-
 mised by the narrator s interest in snowfall,
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 skies, snowbirds, and solitude and his total

 repudiation of the Dalit movement. It may
 be convenient to read Hazari as the typi-
 cal Anglophile, for he longs to dress in Brit-
 ish clothing and finds life as a servant with
 a British family much preferable to life as an

 "untouchable" in the village; his only object of

 affection in the story is predictably a British
 mistress of household. But what we perceive
 as Anglophilia here is largely a construction
 that comes to us from the historical and liter-

 ary evidence of the middle classes. Easily read
 as the inverse of historical actualities, the

 landscape scenes would then be categorized
 as personal reflections or evocations of the
 pastoral. But Hazaris independence, his free-
 dom to move through unmarked spaces, can
 only be political, his disinterest in temple-
 entry movements notwithstanding. As in
 Naimishrayas text, the historical event and,
 by extension, nationalist chronology are only

 vehicles for the crystallization of a process
 of identification, and ultimately for a kind of

 separatist logic signaled by the shibboleths
 "We are chamar" and "I enjoy solitude"; such
 history, therefore, can play no role in the con-
 struction of the self. Hazaris narrative "I" is

 not produced through the slow accretion of
 eventfulness, of the savarna or of the prop-
 erly Dalit. If we unread here, the narrative
 reconstruction of self circumvents the event

 entirely; solitude is the time and space, the
 event, that replaces the Amritsar massacre.

 Dalit Realisms

 Many critics and writers have elaborated the
 complex forms of Dalit belonging and the var-
 ied relations the "outcasted" may have to the
 national project, Ambedkar and the famed re-

 former Jyotirao Phule not least among them.

 Dalit literary texts have a privileged ability
 to unravel that web, situated as they are be-
 tween the realist, the pedagogical, and the
 potential. Those texts demonstrate that affili-
 ations between the outcasted and the national

 are rarely monovalent and singular and that
 they vary over time. This could, of course, be

 why Hazari says, "[T]he movements of temple

 entry had no interest for me"- nor the Poona

 Pact, the various phases of Mahar assertion,
 the Chavdar Tank movement, the burning of
 the Manusmriti, or Ambedkar's 1956 public
 conversion, along with several hundred thou-
 sand others', to Buddhism. In Meerut alone,

 the proprietary city of Apne-apne pinjare , the
 Scheduled Caste Federation and Ambedkar's

 Republican Party of India were active in the
 1940s and 1950s but receive little attention in

 Naimishrayas narrative (Pai).
 The work of the Subaltern Studies Group

 might seem to complicate such an analysis.
 Justifiably groundbreaking, the seductive
 simplicity of this project of recovery helped
 to build a revolutionary historical conscious-
 ness.20 The argument that I make in this essay
 should not be misunderstood as a denial of the

 making of that history by Dalit actors, whether

 their own or that of the nation to which they

 may or may not belong. This is rather an argu-

 ment that offers a literary explanation of the

 underpinnings of such a recovery project, an

 explanation of a putative lack, precisely the
 kind of lack that some historicist readers of

 literature would seek to fill but that may not
 be a lack at all. This narrative hole should be

 read not as a hole but as an active disinvest-

 ment in the transformative power of the filler,

 especially insofar as it contributes to the cre-

 ation of the subject.21 Reading Naimishraya or
 Hazari, one sees that place becomes a critical
 category of utmost importance in texts that
 consider not only historical but also spatial
 ways of knowing. These texts tell us that the
 focus on historical eventfulness, even on its

 ostensible recovery, is only one way of read-
 ing world experience and the emergence and
 transformation of the self; it is neither defini-

 tive nor necessary. Diminishing the power of
 the historical process, at least narratively, di-

 vesting it of its centrality in literary produc-

 tion, helps us to dismantle the hegemony of
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 a mainstream historical discourse even if it

 does not suggest an alternative. Reading Dalit

 literature thus challenges a tradition that has
 worked itself into the fibers of literary praxis.22

 If these Dalit texts seem indifferent to the

 "properly" historical, the nationalist, as well
 as to a project of subaltern recovery, what can

 we say about their narratological demonstra-
 tion of a historical understanding?

 In Apne-apne pinjare and Untouchable ,
 the Amritsar massacre and Partition are re-

 fashioned, but they are not replaced. The issue
 is less what the events "mean" in Dalit texts

 and more that they simply do not mean- that

 is, possess meaning - in the same way they do

 in other Indian literary texts. What they sig-

 nify, like Flauberts barometer, is an investment

 in the category of the real. This is what makes

 the Dalit text challenging to read; according
 to the critical paradigm of modern literary
 praxis, the narrative eye appears weightless,
 unanchored by the force of the historical.

 These texts question the logic of cau-
 sality-they are suspicious of the notion of
 historical making and unmaking. While a
 certain history may be responsible for, or at

 the origins of, the subject s plight, that his-

 tory demonstrates only one ideological strand

 in the complex web that is the formation of
 character; the texts discourage a historicist
 reading. The narrative method of reading
 character is informed not necessarily by a
 traditional conception of history, by political

 and social events, or by state intervention but

 by individual, social genealogies, by the col-
 lective practices of day-to-day life. The larger
 structural forces (the "smaller" ones too) that

 have played a role in the present conditions-
 as they are read in relation to Amritsar, the
 Poona Pact, and Partition - are not ignored,
 they are simply not privileged. If the histori-
 cal process as a mode of interpretation is dis-
 credited, this is not to say that history as an

 entity is absent in the text, but that it might
 be perceived as a compromised analytic, a
 failed hermeneutics, and that the notion of

 historical perspective may not be as horizon-
 tally appropriate as it might seem.

 Franco Moretti mentions in his study
 of the bildungsroman that historical con-
 sciousness in Europe, or the understanding
 of meaning as constructed through histori-
 cal perspective, is largely a product of the
 nineteenth century. Modern Indian fiction
 has privileged this reading of historical con-
 sciousness for a host of historical reasons

 particular to a South Asian context too com-
 plicated to address here. But Dalit texts oblige

 us to unlearn this form of rationality. The fo-

 cus on a series of synchronic stories whose de-

 terminacy is constantly thrown into question,

 the fixation on the geographic as a conceptual

 category, is neither ahistorical nor subaltern
 but a rejection of the overwhelming weight of

 the historical in our systems of interpretation.

 If unreading does not make Hazari a patriot,
 it makes him a partisan certainly. Analyses of
 the national, as well as of the alienation from

 it, will unfortunately be unable to help us de-

 termine the nature of this partisanship.

 A true unreading might have ignored the
 mention of Partition or Amritsar altogether,

 though my purpose here was to point out the
 disaffection with both nationalist and subal-

 tern readings. I have attempted to show how
 a more traditional reading grounded in the
 event might fail, thereby asking for the kind

 of analytics that I have proposed. Our initial
 query, then, which sought to uncover hidden

 strategies of historical representation, leads to

 a more significant conclusion: a text such as
 Hazari s is challenging to accommodate not
 because it lacks an understanding of history
 but because it moves away from a deliberately

 diachronic reading of identity, character, and

 meaning; it exhibits a posthistoricist vision.
 The two Dalit texts radically delink historical

 determination and the production of charac-
 ter, suggesting a concept of time and history in

 the literary text that cannot be accommodated

 by prevailing critical paradigms. In other
 words, they assume a form of "Dalit realism."
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 What does a Dalit realism look like? This

 is a question much broader than the scope
 of this article. But I suggest that to read it as

 a novel geographic and cultural transposi-
 tion of an older form is problematic. This is
 particularly dangerous in the case of the his-

 torical and political questions whose answers
 critics often seek in "ethnographic" and "reve-

 latory" literature written by Dalits. The over-
 reliance in the critical canon on a model of

 narrativizing history derived largely from the

 nineteenth-century European novel- specifi-
 cally the bildungsroman- produces a model
 of reading that generates not the wrong an-
 swers but the wrong questions. Instead of
 "How does one read the historical conscious-

 ness of the Dalit?," I would ask, "Why privi-
 lege the role of that historical consciousness in

 the reading of a Dalit text?" Protest literatures

 clearly embody their own historicist notions,
 but should historicism be the determining
 category of their elaboration? In the case of
 Hazari and Naimishraya, a Dalit realism sug-
 gests a different sort of inscription in time, as

 well as a kind of scalar shift, a re-placing, that

 moves away from national, and sometimes
 caste, politics to nature, that distances, liter-

 ally and metaphorically, from the violence of
 Partition. To read this shift as a retreat into

 solipsism or the comforts of the personal rei-

 fies the category of the historical once again.

 Underlying an aesthetic of Dalit realism is
 a humanism that is hostile to the kind of deep

 historical structures that traditional reading
 protocols assume. If caste, as the exception, as

 the Dalit text might argue, is that "deep struc-

 ture" in which we swim, it decidedly cannot
 be read in relation to the event, as it has been

 understood in terms of repression, resistance,

 rebellion. Still, composed of avowedly libera-
 tionist texts, this literature exhibits an intensive

 humanist perspective that is embraced by Dalit

 studies generally. As Priyamvada Gopal says:

 The privileged texts and reading protocols of
 postcolonial studies tend to be anti-humanist

 and hostile to systemic analysis. . . . Even
 when an unambiguously liberationist and
 realist author such as Mahasweta Devi is

 brought to metropolitan academic attention
 by a distinguished theorist such as Gayatri
 Spivak, she must first be made fit for refined

 theoretical company. Her text must be "[re-
 constellated] to draw out its use," a process
 that entails undoing the distinction between

 history and fiction. (9)

 While Devi's work may not be so simply clas-

 sified as realist, Gopal's point is valid. The
 frankly liberationist and human-centered
 rhetoric of the Dalit text seems dated ac-

 cording to a contemporary literary reading
 practice, if not naively universalist, and yet
 partisan at the same time. This perception is
 related to the imposition of a model of read-

 ing narrative time and historicity that has
 been directly imported from an older Eu-
 ropean model of realism, thereby doing an
 injustice to the Dalit text, which, though re-

 alist, has no interest in following either the
 historical diagram of realism or its temporal
 orientation. In the light of Ramanika Gupta's

 comments, to do the Dalit text literary jus-
 tice requires as much an unreading as it does
 a rereading of both the fictional text and the

 tropes of realism.

 Notes

 Many thanks to Elaine Freedgood and Sangita Gopal for
 their insights regarding this essay.

 1. Dalit literature in Hindi is considered to have made

 a belated appearance in comparison with Dalit literature
 in other vernacular languages for many reasons. Some
 critics emphasize the underdevelopment, material and ed-
 ucational, of the Hindi-speaking belt, which has delayed
 contemporary Dalit cultural production. Eleanor Zelliot
 points out the advantages that allowed the state of Maha-
 rashtra to produce the earliest Dalit literature in Marathi:

 the Dalit political figure Dr. Ambedkar, economic con-
 ditions that made caste mobility possible, social-reform
 movements dating back to the mid-nineteenth century,
 and "a critical mass of Dalit intellectuals" (452).
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 2. This may be translated as "leavings," "remnants of
 food," or "an object previously used by another" (and so
 made impure and unfit for use ["jûthan"]).

 3. The exception would be written versions of the tra-

 ditionally oral jati-puranas, the origin tales that often
 trace the heroic exploits and tragic downfall of the mem-
 ber of a certain caste.

 4. The literature on the general critique of national-
 ism-feminist, leftist, subaltern, regionalist- is broad
 and extensive (see nl2) but has devoted little attention

 to caste. Ambedkar's critique, in the essay "Caste, Class
 and Democracy" (1946), better known as "What Con-
 gress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables,"
 and in the speech "Ranade, Gandhi and Jinnah" (1943),
 deconstructs nationalism as the province almost exclu-
 sively of the ruling classes, particularly the Brahmin and

 the Baniya, and as consonant with the philosophy they
 represent. In "Caste, Class and Democracy," Ambedkar
 writes, "While on the one hand Congressmen were en-
 gaged in fighting for Swaraj which they said they wanted
 to win in the name of and for the masses, on the other

 hand . . . they were committing the worst outrages upon

 the very masses by exhibiting them publicly as objects of

 contempt to be shunned and avoided" (142).
 5. Critics and creative writers alike assert the truism

 that Dalit literature is the uncomplicated expression of a

 monolithic Dalit identity. This is in fact the underlying
 assumption of the critics Sharankumar Limbale and Om-
 prakash Valmiki, as well as of scholars like Eleanor Zelliot
 and Gail Omvedt, who examine Dalit literature in the con-

 text of broader social movements. Assumptions like this
 one must be contextualized as a response to a sociohistori-

 cal condition; to be Dalit was to be, definitionally, deprived

 of access to cultural production that required literacy
 (T. Singh). However, they have also allowed Dalit writing
 to fit smoothly into the narrow grid of identity politics.

 6. 1 will elaborate further on this use of the term real-

 ism in the final section of this essay.

 7. The critic Rita Kothari asks, for example, "If protest

 literature is 'grounded in history,' why is the treatment of

 an oppressor and oppressed in Dalit short stories ahis-
 torical?" (4).

 8. Franco Moretti s premise in The Way of the World

 is that what we have traditionally considered properly
 historical has largely been excised from the novel, in par-

 ticular the nineteenth-century bildungsroman, which
 has given us realism in its most memorable form. "In the
 classical Bildungsroman the significance of history does
 not lie in the 'future of the species,' but must be revealed
 within the more narrow confines of a circumscribed and

 relatively common individual life" (35). History is the
 force with which the protagonist must reckon. I have
 mentioned Moretti here not because the bildungsroman
 is necessarily part of the genealogy of Dalit literature but
 because the issue of the absence or presence of history
 is one with which postcolonial literature, in its broad-

 est configuration, is preoccupied. Even the most cursory
 glance at the genre shows this to be true: for example,
 Salman Rushdie's rewriting of the moments before and
 after Independence in Midnight's Children , Rohinton
 Mistry s unraveling of Indira Gandhi's Emergency, and
 Amitav Ghosh's generic interest in the historical novel.
 Postcolonial literature, a vexed category in and of itself,
 has taken seriously the notion of "writing back" to the
 historiography of empire, thereby confirming, rather than

 dislodging, the historicist fixation. Indeed, the "old" ques-
 tion of historical representation, the historical event, and
 the more current one of historical time and determination

 have become central to contemporary reading of literary

 texts, particularly for those categorized as postcolonial.

 9. The Gandhian Premchand (1880-1936) and the
 staunchly Marxist Yashpal (1903-76) wrote large novels
 as well as short stories in Hindi, works that demonstrated
 the vast number of interconnections between characters

 of different strata. Both were heavily influenced by the
 French and Russian nineteenth-century novelists.

 10. As Limbale writes, "This anguish of Dalits is the
 progenitor of Dalit literature. It is not the pain of any
 one person, nor is it of just one day- it is the anguish of
 many thousands of people, experienced over thousands
 of years" (31).

 11. In fact, one of the definitions of Dalit chetna> or

 Dalit consciousness, that elusive quality required for
 the production of Dalit literature, is an opposition to
 Ramchandra Shukla's definition of "great poetry." See
 Valmiki, Dalita sahitya.

 12. See Partha Chatterjee's Nation and Its Fragments

 and Gayatri Spivak's essays on the fiction of Mahashweta
 Devi for such deconstructions of nationalist historiog-
 raphy. The work of scholars such as Rajeshwari Sunder
 Rajan, Flavia Agnes, and Nivedita Menon has addressed
 this failure of nationalism through a feminist practice.
 The Subaltern Studies Group parsed the nature of this
 critique for the Dalit, most recently in Muslims , Dalits ,
 and the Fabrications of History (Mayaram, Pandian, and
 Skaria). In more recent work on Dalit nationalism, like

 Gail Omvedt's Dalit Visions and Kancha Ilaiah's Buffalo
 Nationalism , this is implicit.

 13. I should mention that the characterization "fic-

 tionalized autobiography" is entirely my own. The author
 of Apne-apne pinjare and the author of its introduc-
 tion call it an ãtmacharitra (self-analysis or portrait) or
 ãtmavrat (narrative or account of the self, autobiography),

 thereby placing it alongside Omprakash Valmiki's Juthan ,

 Sharankumar Limbale's Akkamarshi , and many other au-

 tobiographies. In fact, the insistence on truth telling and
 accurate representation makes this a heated issue. For
 my part, the adjective fictionalized allows me to blur the
 generic distinction between fiction and nonfiction that I
 feel is unhelpful in literary analysis of Dalit texts and to
 characterize several moments, rhetorical strategies, and
 narrative patterns that seem to fall outside the traditional
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 understanding of autobiography. Indeed, as I shall argue,
 the very underpinnings of autobiography - essentially,
 the narrative reconstruction of the self as a product of so-

 cial and historical forces- are undermined by Dalit texts.

 14. All translations of Apne-apne pinjare and Jüthan
 are mine. Dalit literature has been mired in language and

 translation politics from its inception. When the Marathi

 poet Namdeo Dhasal published his collection of poems
 Golpitha , in 1972, it was introduced by the preeminent
 contemporary Marathi playwright Vijay Tendulkar, who
 claimed to have found in it twenty-seven words he did
 not know (Zelliot 451). Translation, therefore, is required

 across castes, registers, and languages. The translation
 of Apne-apne pinjare and Jüthan posed all the prob-
 lems a conscientious translator expects. To reproduce
 the speed and brevity of dialogue, for example, I often
 needed to gloss over the complexity and variances of a
 nonstandardized, often caste-specific speech. Despite
 the difficulties, it seemed irresponsible not to translate
 the texts myself (though an English translation of Jüthan

 is available). My readings of the Hindi-language Dalit
 texts have thus been produced by the act of transla-
 tion; I have paid only secondary attention to the "per-
 fection" of that translation for an English audience. As
 the eminent modern Kannada playwright and poet H. S.
 Shivaprakash wrote, "In present-day India, translation is
 a most crucial and responsible activity. Crucial, because

 it has to negotiate between a bewildering heterogeneity of

 cultural and sub-cultural expressions of an exceedingly
 plural society. Responsible, because it should respect the
 culture's (or sub-cultures) right to self-expression, which

 cannot happen if one's objective is reduced to producing
 an eminently readable (therefore saleable) translation.
 Literary texts, particularly those emphasizing culture or

 group specificity, are inscribed with specific worldviews
 and attitudes to things. These should not be too smoothly
 made to fit into the worldviews and attitudes built indis-

 cernibly into the target language" (126).

 15. Edward Said makes a similar point: "no matter
 how one tried to extricate subaltern from elite histories,

 they are different but overlapping and curiously interde-

 pendent territories" (qtd. in Guha vii).

 16. In contrast, in the work of Mulk Raj Anand (con-
 sidered the father of the anglophone literature movement

 in India), which depicts with detailed compassion the
 problems of lower-caste life, despite the narrative domi-
 nance of lower-caste characters one always has the sense
 that the world is elsewhere, that real life is made outside

 the peripheral lives among which readers are situated. In
 fact, third-person narration in Anand's Untouchable , for

 example, is used to remind us continuously that although
 the narrative eye is with Bhaka and the cleaning of the
 latrines, its selection is just that, a mere selection.

 17. Chamar , from chamda ("leather"), refers to the

 Dalit caste traditionally responsible for the removal of
 carcasses, the skinning of animals, and leatherwork.

 18. Again, the question of fictionality is central
 here, since it changes the kind of analytic limitations
 associated with the reading of autobiography. H. S.
 Shivaprakash writes of the new generation of Dalit writ-
 ers in Kannada, "Most of the younger Dalit writers bring
 in a lot of historically and sociologically manufactured
 material into their writings that have the rough-hewn
 authenticity and astuteness of the autobiographical ven-
 geance on the Dalit colony" (124).

 19. In 1919 British soldiers massacred between five

 hundred and one thousand Indian civilians during an
 unarmed protest. Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children
 launches the construction of the character Aadam Aziz

 as a political subject with this event.

 20. The project, of course, has been particularly in-
 fluential for readings of the Dalit subject. Sarah Beth,
 for example, argues that Valmiki's Jüthan , and Dalit
 literature more generally, "details events in the politi-
 cal history of the Dalit movement" (10). This is the most
 common understanding of Dalit writing.

 21. Chatterjee, explicating such a methodology, writes,

 "The task will be to extract from the immediate reality . . .

 the implicit element which stands in opposition to the
 dominant form" (172). The assertion here is that Dalit
 texts create a chronotope of their own. This second read-

 ing views the presumed gap as a historical consciousness
 submerged, one that follows a different paradigm, presum-

 ably, but that is still wedded to the basic premise of histori-

 cal thinking. This is, in part, Spivak's critique of subaltern

 studies. As Guha writes, "To investigate, discover, and es-

 tablish a subaltern or peasant consciousness seems at first

 to be a positivistic project- a project which assumes that,
 if properly prosecuted, it will lead to firm ground, to some

 thing that can be disclosed" (10). Anupama Rao makes this
 point in a short essay, "Representing Dalit Selfhood."

 22. Omprakash Valmiki's discussion of Marxist literary

 criticism would be an appropriate place to begin a discus-
 sion of how subaltern studies might be accommodated in
 Hindi Dalit writing. His analysis responds to a debate with

 the eminent Marxist critic Namvar Singh, who insists on
 Marxist evaluations of Dalit literature. To Valmiki, Singh's

 request is tantamount to the erasure of caste ("Kab tak" 93).
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